


a place to wander



above and under



A sea of mystery, 
a land of wonder.

The Place
On the north eastern edge of Faadhippolhu (Lhaviyani Atoll), only a 35-minute breathtaking 

seaplane flight away from Velana International Airport sits this exquisite little island between 

two channels connecting the atoll’s inner lagoon to the outer sea. A large sandbank lies on one 

side. Vibrant and abundant sea creatures swim around in a small triangle connecting three of 

the most distinctive dive sites in this national Marine Protected Area.





Abundant diversity of marine life,
marvelling ecosystem.

Fushifaru Thila, a large plateau covered by blocks of corals formed like a pinnacle with 12 – 15 
metres at the top, is among the very best areas to dive in the Maldives. The Thila is located 
in the channel in the protected area hosting an array of marine species with an exceptional 
attraction towards the cleaner wrasse fish. A diver’s dream with exciting species at every turn. 
Stingrays, white-tip sharks and barracudas call this spot home along with frequent visits from 
Manta Rays. 

Fushifaru Thila





Joys of wonder, 
above and under.

Fushifaru Maldives
Fushifaru Maldives is a boutique Maldivian chic resort with an endless promise of adventure, 

excitement, discovery and serenity all in one diverse landscape. We are the custodian that 

protects and sustains our home environment. Just like the cleaner fish that nourishes itself by 

helping rejuvenate other fish, this is a place where anyone is welcome to explore and relax in 

a journey of self-discovery.









Villas

Unwinding contemplation  
in cosy sanctuaries. 

Merging quintessential Maldivian design with modern aesthetics, Fushifaru Maldives’ 49 Beach 

and Water Villas exude a sense of cosines yet luxurious in space and amenities. Each of the 

Villas feature open-air bathrooms with indoor and outdoor showers, private verandas with 

dining areas and breath-taking views of the surrounding area – some Villas feature private 

plunge pools.





Food with fine  
flavours and fusion.

Dining
Dining experiences focus on regional and international flavours to suit every taste and 
dietary requirement. Scrumptious breakfast buffets and palate pleasing international cuisine 
are offered at Korakali while flavourful Asian delicacies and mouth-watering varieties of 
freshly caught seafood can be savoured at Raakani. Signature cocktails and detox-tails are 
complemented by the best sunset views on island whilst lounging by the pool at Fanihandhi. 
A range of international dishes and snacks can be served straight to the privacy of your Villa, 
24 hours. Pick a spot anywhere on the island or on the sandbank for a unique culinary quest 
of a lifetime.









Sensations below  
nourishing souls above.

Heylhi Spa
The Spa is surrounded by jungle like lush greenery at the shoreline locally known as Heylhi. Our 

Spa embodies the spirit of rejuvenation from the cleaner fish scattered through our reef. Sense 

inner beauty, love and harmony from the scent of frangipani flowers scattered throughout. 

Reconnect your body and mind through our treatments or yoga sessions.     Relax, De-stress, 

Revive.





A triangle of exciting
underwater madness.

Diving
We are surrounded by three locally renowned dive spots. With Fushifaru Thila, Giri and Kandu 

just around the corner, vibrant marine life is everywhere. Making this area more special is the 

close proximity of the three sites to each other. Manta Rays, turtles and other large fish swim 

around with a diverse range of exquisite marine life. Every monsoon unwraps different sides 

of the lively corals.





A euphoric journey of 
exhilarating excitement.

Watersports & Recreation
Zip across the waters on a Jet Ski or tour around the island with kayaks and catamarans. 

Explore the marine life in a semi submarine or discover Maldivian culture at a nearby village. 

Find out how locals contribute to the turtle rehabilitation program or sip tea with a local 

and swap adventure stories. Get those adrenalines pumping at our gym that overlooks the 

breath-taking Maldivian horizon or get competitive at our multi-sports court.





A touch of indigenous 
culture & tradition. 

Maldivian Experiences
Making waves with a first-of-its-kind arrival ritual by welcoming you to the island with the 

blowing of the Sea Conch shell and traditional drumming, marks the first of a collection of 

indigenous Maldivian experiences available at Fushifaru Maldives. From climbing coconut 

trees, savouring traditional Maldivian cuisine to making your own woven handicrafts out of 

palm leaves - discover your inner explorer.









Unrivalled moments, 
herald a lifetime of joy.

Handcrafted Experiences
Our Resident Host will make your imagination come true and create truly unique moments 
that you will cherish for a lifetime. All experiences are tailor-made, from the simple to subline.
Wedding celebrations, private picnics, dinners under the stars and castaway overnight stays 
are available at the resort’s own sandbank – only a few metres away in a crystal-clear turquoise 
lagoon.







#feelingfantastic
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